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Fu Qiufeng looked at everyone: “Do you have any objections?” They

looked at each other, and finally nodded: “We agree with your decision! This is the only way to keep
Wushuangcheng!”

“Yes! We don’t have to do it for Levi Garrison.” Take such a big risk!”

“What’s more, if the child is handed over to Tiance Mansion, Tiance Mansion will not harm her!”

…

Wushuang City unanimously decided to send Levilia and the others out.
Fu Qiufeng immediately ran to contact Tiance Mansion.

Within a few hours, the army of Tiance Mansion rushed to Wushuang City.

Take the three of Levilia away and head straight to Tiance Mansion, without giving Levi Garrison any
chance.
This is what Levi Garrison never expected.

A fire broke out in the rear…

“My lords, Levi Garrison won’t retaliate against us?”

This is what Fu Qiufeng and the others worry about. What if Levi Garrison comes back and wipes them
out after knowing it.

“Don’t worry! Levi Garrison will not survive today! His position has been exposed! The powerhouse of
Tiance Mansion has gone after him!”

“If you are worried, I will give you a place to hide!”

…

” That’s great!”

Fu Qiufeng took everyone to take refuge.

The master of Tiance Mansion took Levilia and the others to leave Wushuang City.

“I thought this kid was kidnapped by overseas forces, but I didn’t expect it to be a play directed and
acted by Levi Garrison!”

Huang Hu sighed.

“Have you seen? The descendants of the Heretic God not only practice evil skills, they are powerful.
They also have many tricks! This is too terrible!”

Tianlong took a breath.

Huang Hu smiled: “But now it’s all right, his mother and children are in our hands! Levi Garrison is
useless no matter how arrogant he is!”

“Let our people go and kill him first, you can kill the best. . If you can’t kill, just use his mother and
daughter to force him to subdue! We are not despicable people, we are just protecting his mother and
daughter! We can’t kidnap him to threaten him!”

…

Everyone smiled like a fox .

At this moment, Levi Garrison took Ono Ichiro to a quiet place.

& When he was about to ask Ono Ichiro, news came from his subordinates.

“What? Levilia was handed over to Tiance Mansion by Fu Qiufeng?”

Levi li’s expression changed drastically.

Levi Garrison must have arranged for people to be closely guarded around Wushuang City.

It was just that there were so many masters from Tiance Mansion that the guards did not react.

It is impossible to make another move!

“Fu Qiufeng, you are looking for death!!!”

Levi Garrison roared.

Ichiro Ono was taken aback.

Thousands of calculations, I did not expect

that something will happen in Wushuang City… Of course, it is mainly related to Tian Ce Ling!

The issuance of the Heaven Policy Order directly caused Fu Qiufeng to make such a move.

The three of Levilia were taken to Tiance Mansion, he would not be relieved.

He must be rescued!

But he didn’t want to fight Tiance Mansion either!

It’s really bad for others to take advantage of it!

If you rush to the battle with Tiance Mansion, reveal the truth about everything planned by the East
Island forces.

Maybe everything can be avoided.

“Tell me, who is behind you! Otherwise I will make you suffer!”

Levi Garrison began to stare at Ono Ichiro.

Ono Ichiro laughed when he saw Levi Garrison so crazy and anxious.

“It’s no use you know! What’s more, our second plan has already started! You can’t even care about
yourself, can you care about others?”

Ono Ichiro laughed.

“What? The second plan?”

Levi Garrison raised his brow.

Realize that the big trouble is coming.

“That’s right! We have already started the second plan ahead of schedule due to the issue of the
Heaven Policy Order! Hey… You can hardly protect Levi Garrison?”

“Do you want your relatives? Or do you want this country?”

Ono Ichiro Laughed.

“Tell me what the second plan is?”

Levi Garrison yelled frantically.

